Math 101

NAME:

DUE:

GEOMETRY (POLYGONS)
1) Using the formulas we developed in class, find the angle sum and the individual angle measure for each
polygon listed in the table below. Note that we are assuming all of these polygons to be regular. You may
be able to simply copy much of this work from your notes, but also determine and fill in the other values
that we did not cover.

SHAPE

POLYGON ANGLE SUM

TRIANGLE
QUADRILATERAL
PENTAGON
HEXAGON
SEPTAGON
OCTAGON
NONAGON
DECAGON
UNDECAGON
DODECAGON

Space for scratch work:

1

INDIVIDUAL ANGLE MEASURE

2)
Extend the work we did in class with angle measure to find the measure of an angle at the tip of
a regular pentagram (as noted with an arrow). HINT: The answer is NOT 60o . Notice that it is the
pentagon that is regular, but this doesn’t mean necessarily that the triangle is!!

3)
Given the stellated nonagon below find the measure of one point of the star. Note that the
center is a regular nonagon.
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GEOMETRY (TESSELLATION SUPPLEMENT)
4) Using what we did in finding angle measures of polygons, your chart on page 23, and our in-class
work on determining which polygons tile (tessellate), fill in the chart below:

SHAPE

INDIVIDUAL ANGLE MEASURE

WILL IT “TILE” (yes/no)

TRIANGLE
QUADRILATERAL
PENTAGON
HEXAGON
SEPTAGON
OCTAGON
Our in-class explorations with polygons and angle-measure allows us to explore a concept that is both
aesthetically pleasing and used in art and is also very practical and used in construction and home improvement. This concept is called tessellation, which means tiling. To tessellate is to tile a surface in such a way
that there are no gaps or overlaps. Dutch artist M. C. Escher is known for his tessellations. As part of your
assignment you will be asked to create your own tesslation. Below are examples students have created in
my previous classes, and on the following pages are examples of M. C. Escher’s work.
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Figure 1: M. C. Escher Tessellations: Basic Samples
Not only did Escher create works that were strict tilings, but he also incorporated these tilings into other
images. See figures below. As complex and amazing as they are, all of Escher’s tessellations have a basic
geometric shape as their foundation, a polygon that could be used on its own for tiling. These shapes were
then altered to become more interesting shapes, such as birds or horses or lizards, but in such a way that
they would still tessellate. What shapes can be used as a basis for this? Think about tiling you’ve seen in
daily life rather than in art, tiling you’ve seen in floors and counter-tops. These same shapes that can be
used in such a basic way as tiling a counter can be altered to create something as fanciful as these works of art.
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Here is a description of how a regular polygon that is able to be tessellated can be transformed into
another shape that also tessellates. Notice how a piece was cut out of the middle of side AC and taped to
the middle of side AB to make a head – and also that parts of side AB were cut and then taped to the edges
of side AC to make longer ‘wings’ or ‘fins.’ Then part was cut off of side CB to create a tail and another
‘wing’ or ‘fin.’

Figure 2: Sample Directions for a Tessellation Based on a Triangle

5) On the next page create your own tessellation in the box provided (or create a tessellation on a
separate page and paper-clip it to the next page when you turn in your homework journal). HINT: Cut a
template out of cardboard or stiff paper to trace around over and over.
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Make a template and USE it to trace. DO NOT freehand!!
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6) A picture is shown above of a tessellation that includes more than one type of regular polygon. This
sort of tiling is called a semi-regular tiling. USING this picture as one example AND also using the anglemeasure information you have filled in in the previous two charts, list as many combinations of regular
polygons as you can that result in such a semi-regular tiling. Draw pictures of these tilings in the space at
the bottom of the page and on the back of this page, and fill in the chart below. The first line has been
filled in for you as an example. It represents the information about the tiling you see at the top of this page.
HINT: It might be easiest to think about what angle measures are possible and which of those possibilities
add up to 360o , as you see in the example given below.

NUMBER AND TYPE OF POLYGONS USED

SUM OF ANGLES AT EACH INTERSECTION

2 octagons and 1 square

2 × 135 + 90 = 270 + 90 = 360
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